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The Michela keyboard as a 
communication system for disabled 

people
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phonetic keyboards
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Michela phonographic palette
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Vocal communication device
for mute people or people 

with voice disorders
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Video: Italian voice keyboard
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Writing device for blind or 

visually impaired people
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Patent
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Michela and Braille characters
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Michela with Braille signs
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Orthographic theory

 easier to learn;

 allows total control over spelling of the word;

 can work even without a dictionary and an abbreviation
system;

 can be developed with simple and economical
decryption software;

 although not as fast as a phonetic system, permits far
superior speed comparing to a standard QWERTY
keyboard.
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TRANSPARENT AND OPAQUE 
LANGUAGES

Phoneme=Grapheme

High correspondence between written and spoken
language: Spanish, Finnish, Dutch, Italian, 
Serbian-Croatian, Deutsch, Greek, Russian

Phoneme≠Grapheme

Low correspondence between written and spoken
language: French, English, Danish
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Expected results

 Average user after 20/30 training hours: be
able to write any word

 Average user after an adequate training: 
300 sillable pm

 Advanced user: up to 360/400 sillable pm*

*(abbreviation system for articulated prepositions, 
recurring prefixes, suffixes and C-V-C-V groups at the 

beginning or at the end of the italian words)
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Braille dictionary
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Emulation of a 

Braille-Perkins writer
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Braille-Perkins Michela layout
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Stenobraille Michela layout
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
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Split keyboard prototype
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Single handed keyboards
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The “Sillabox”
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Keyboard partition
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"The simplest and most common syllable in human

language is the one with the CV structure (vocal plus

consonant), that is:

the most frequent (about 60% of the syllables in

Italian have this structure);

the syllable that children acquire first "pa.pà"

"ta.to" "be.ne"

the last one that the aphasics lose;

the only present in all the languages of the world”.

(Ca' Foscari University - Venice).
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Technical writing details

ONE STROKE: (C= consonant; V=vowel)

CV groups;

recurring CC groups in the onset of the syllable (eg: «st»,
«gn», «gl», «sc»);

recurring VV diphthongs in the nuclues: «ia», «ie», «io»,
«iu»;

monosyllabic words that end by consonant (eg: «il», «un»,
per», «con», «ad», «in», etc.).

≥ TWO STROKES:

VC, CCV, CVC, or CCVC groups (CV part in a single stroke).
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WRITING EXAMPLES

Words with only CV groups (steno translated in phonetics)

«bene» = BE-NE (strokes including blank space=2; QWERTY=5 strokes)

«valore» = VA-LO-RE (str. =3; QWERTY=7)

«salutare» = SA-LU-TA-RE (str. =4; QWERTY=9)

«comunicami» = CO-MU-NI-CA-MI (str. =5; QWERTY=11)

Words with VC, CCV, CVC, CCVC groups

«adesione» = A-DE-SIO-NE (str. =4; QWERTY=9).

«consegnato» = CO-N-SE-GNA-TO (str. =5; QWERTY=11)

«attrattiva» = A-T-RA-T-TI-VA (str. =6; QWERTY=10) 

«inspiegabile» =I-N-S-PIE-GA-BI-LE (str. =7; QWERTY=13) 

«valorizzazione» = VA-LO-RI-Z-ZA-ZIO-NE (str. =7; QWERTY=15)
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Possible uses

 Text input and/or wereable vocalization device for people

with disabilities

 One-hand blind fast text input device (in situations where a

person would usually need to move their dominant hand

between the keyboard and mouse or if he takes notes and

uses the other hand for another task).

 Fast text input for systems with limited space available;

 Fast command systems for virtual reality (286 single-stroke

commands available)
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Arrivederci su:
http://www.senato.it
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